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PREFACE

The use of oomposite flours for baking kinds of bread o+bez- than
the familiar all"Wheat flour bread, engaged the attention of the Food
Research Institute soon after its establishment in 1965. At this time
it was more inspired by experimental reasons in the laboratory than the
commercial motivation that underlies the present interest. The corn
bread featured very prominently in these experiIrenta and was one of
the few choices out of the range.

Then, as it is now, the price of corn, not to mention the resultant
meal or flour, was relatively higher than wheat flour. But unlike now,
the wheat flour was in abundant supply and was not subject to a galloping
inflation in price.

The world is shorter of wheat than before, and Ghana is naturally
short of wheat flour all the mor'e, But with good planning and inducements
in the right direction and places, there is a much better prospect for
increasing the production of com than importing more wbe a't .•

Corn bread, as a variety of bread, is fairly v.~ll known in the big

towns; of Ghana, bonsequently it is unlikely to be subject to the consumer
indifference and skeptism that new food products suffer from when
introduced to the market. Some bakers have already made the attempt but
have had the ir interest throttled by the high price of corn. The price
of corn therefore under present conditions, is the most significant
determinant of the level of interest in the production of corn bread.

This study was requested for towards the close of 1973 when the
flow of wheat flour became very stickY with periodic shortage s and dis-
turbing influeces on wheat flour prices. In these circumstances
expe~ition in the submission of an appraisal was impe~ative with particu-
lar reference to the chances of relief from corn bread. Consequently,
the investigations which led to this report could not be carried out
as exhaustively as would be required normally.

These limitations, however, could not be blamed for any errors
that occur since they remain the sole responsibility of the authors,



The kind co-operation and assistance of the proprietors of Ghana
Electric Bakery and Tuyee }ianufacturing Company Limited ar-e hereby
acknowledged. It would have been impossible to mention the medium
scale bakery operations without the free offer of their experience
in both all ,meat and corn broad manufacture.
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SUMMARY

This report discusses the commercial prospects of admixing

wheat flour I'dth tho right proporti on of corn meal/Flour to produce

an acceptable corn bread.

The technique of bread making relics on too princi pto of gas

production within the dough and the ability of the dough to hold this

gas to produce an acceptable texture in the bread. The dilution of the

wheat flour, which possesses this desired quality, with CO rn meal/flour

causes a loss in this property and therefore produces a heavy and

dense texture. From experiments and pilot studies the level of corn

meal/flour should be about 20%.

Tffire are throe types of corn material that can be us ed for

producing corn bread. Till whoIe corn meal, the polished corn meal

and the corn flour in thnt order of sophistication in processing. The

whole corn meal which is recommended for the small scale producer has

the disadvantage of inducing rancidity in the bread and therefore does

not permit storage of the bread. The polished corn meal whi ch is

degenncd and dehusked Lmproros the storage qual i.ty , There are very

limi ted equipment avai JabLo in this country for thi.s process, and the

service is not well crgard.s cd to facilitate the work of t.be baker.

Consequentlyj the use of manufactured corn flour appears to be

the most appropriate fonn if the practice should gain 'any polular,ity
among the bakers. At present there is only one factory at 'I'cma that

has the facilities for producing oorn flour, and even then its capacity
is alre ady being fully utilized for the production of textile starch

for the textile manufacturers whoso demand this factory is hard prossed

to meet.
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It therefore needs to be seriously considered that the necessary

prov is ion be made to produce corn flour on a reasonable scale to take

advantage of better prices at points of concentration for corn, end at

the same time provide the bakers vli th ready-to-use corn flour. The

baker is the most important agent in this proposition and his support

will depend on modifications in his organisation that arc few, vcry

simple and commercially attractive.

The consumer does not present any serious challenge. Sinc8 corn

bread compares very cl osely with all-wheat bread and can serve as a

direct substitute for it; and since corn bread is not an entirely new

product, acceptance by the consumer is assumed. Besides, the existing

sys tem of distributing all-wheat bro ad can easi ly ace omrncda te this

line of product.

The proposal to encourage the pr oduction and sale of corn bread

is worthy of serious consideration. It carries wi. th it, at the national

levei, the advantages of providing variety to the diet, encouraging the,

use of local material, e xp-inda.ngthe market for corn, stimulating the

primary prcduction of corn, and saving the country SOlID foreign exch onge ,

(iv)



1. INTRODUCTION

Technical Backgrotmd

::
1.1 \fheat flour protein forms with water a visco-elastic substance called

gluten which by suitable development gives to bread its unique texture.

vlheat and .m.. are the only cere als that contain this protein with visco-

elastic characteristics of benefit in breadmaking. The suitability of

wheat flour for conventional breadmDking depends to a l~rge extend on
the gluten strength which determines the ability of the dough to retain

the gas gen er-a te d by yeast; and gi.ve volume to the loaf. Different
varieties of whea t contain different gluten strength.

1.2 The production of bread from blends of Wheat four and non-wheat

materials - "composl te flour" - has been necessary in various parts of

the w or-Ld , for the purpose of variety and when wheat is scarce. In Ghana ,

tcorn bread' was introduced during the last world war.

1.3 Various technical reports have mentioned the substitution of part of

wheat flour \'lith flours of starchy crops and other cereals of tropical

origin in breadmaking. Since these materials contain no gluten, they

are not capable, in the Qbsenco of additives and improvers, of producing

as light a pr cduc t as whoc t flour wmn used in breadmaking.

1.4 It must be mentioned that in the absence of gluten, various worker's

have produced bread-like pr oducts using binding agents wi th sweLl i.ng

capacity like cnrboxymethylcellulose, alginates, gums and surfactants

like glyceryl monosteara +e, Apart from the fact that tho method of

preparation of such products is differont from conventional b readaaki.ng

methods (facilities for which the average Ghanaian baker has), there

is also the question of consumer acceptability of suchipr oduct.s ,

1.5 As mentioned in the Interim Report on Corn Bread 1 some research work

was carried out in 1967 at tho Food Research Institute to study the

possibility of using blends of flours from local starchy crops and

wheat flour in breadmaking.

1. Andah, A. & Bartels, J.E.M. Interim report on corn bread. Food
Research Institute Report, (633.1, 664.66 AND) Oct. 4, 1973
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Non-wheat flours used to blend wheat flour in this work were yam flour,

.plantain flour. kokonte fl our. garri and whole corn meal. Yambread,
z

garri bread and corn bread were most acceptable with regard to qualities

such as flo.vour, texture, colour, taste and volume (Appendix I Table I).

it is already known in Ghana, at leas t, to consumers;

it is best, nutritionally, considering tJ-,e use .-, to which it

is put, and for the fact that, as a cereal, corn has higher

levels of various nutrients compared with yam or cassava

(Appendix I Table 2).

1.6 Corn bread was chosen out of the three because of the following

superior qualities:-

(iii) corn is in a convenient form far flour making.

1. 7 The nutritional level of corn br-ead falls be low, by about 1%in

crude protein, that of all wheat bread. Tho shor tage as sh.cmn in

Appendix I Table 2 is too small to warrant enrichment at this stage.

But cassava and yam sour-ces are considerably poorer nutri tionall y, and

composi to bread derived from them "rill have to be enriched to roino the

nutri tional level, especially vri. th respect to protein.

Economic Justification

1.8 In Ohana' s external trnde, wheat ranks high in the total food

imported. Between 1966 and 1972, wboat imports nmounted on the average

to 11.8% in value of.the totnl food imports. This nyer~e inCluded two

years, 1966 and 1971, of severe official restriction on importation.

Under conditions of libeml external t.r ade , this proportion rose as

high as 16.0%, in 1968. In monetary terms, the Government spent on the

average about ¢6.3 million in foreign exchange on this item. This value
rose to more than ¢8t million in 1972 (Appendix I Table 3).
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1.9 Per capita consumption of bread is reported to have risen more
2

than 100% be twocn 1950 and 1960. Between 1960-1970 consumption closely

followed the pattern of importation \vith the evidence of a latent demand

which continued to influence the price of bread upward. " •.• the

subs tan t.l al hard currency componont in the price of bread mean that

wheat and flour are imports which governments who are f'oLl.owi.ng a policy

of self-sufficiency in food supply may not be ,-Tilling to see increased. ,,3

1.10 Quite apart from the pro ssure 'tha.t donasti c consumption is putting

on available supplies locally, till world market outlook for wheat does

not present a prospect for easier conditions in the immediate future.

The FAOCommodity Review for 1972-73 reported a depletion in 1972/73

of carryover stocks due to a sharp rise in wheat shipments. This

report also forecast that, Hat the opening of the 1973/74 season, aggre-

gate carryover stocks of wheat in the main exporting countries will be
4

at their Lowcst level for over 20 years". It will require sometime in

the future to build up these stocks again to a comfortable level.

1.11 The world supply position has forC3d up the price of wheat,

mnking it all the more difficult even to maintain tJ:n previous volume

of imports. The si.gni.f'Lcence of this situation in te rms of employment

is not certain considering the scale at which the majority of our bakers

operate, not taking into account those in the chain of flour distribution.

According to the 1960 Population Census, 19,456 out of 891,418 women

employed were engage d in the manufacture of bako ry products, wi th only

1.5% of tha t nunber employed as bake ry hands or labourers.

2A.J. Youngs. Uhe'lt flour and bread consumption in i;Jes:t Africa: A review
with spe ci.al, ro f'or onco to Ghana. Trap. Sc. (J. of" TPI) Vo1.XIV
No.3, 1972 p.237.

3Ibid• p. 242.

4United Nations. FAOCormnodity Review and Outlook, 1972-73.
Food and Agricultural Organisation of the United Nations, 1973;
p.63 par-a, 174.
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Even though this number is only about 2%of the total number of women

employed, this industry is of spacial significance to the urban +ovns

and ci tie s \.her a bre ad box i.ng is concentr'l ted.

1.12 These considerations show that ther G is a pre ssing nee d to supplement

the available wheat flour in too bread industry and tho consumption of

bread should not suffer drnstically. Supplementati on l'lith corn will

both save the country at least about t1t million a yeox in foreign exchange
and provide a wider scope for tre limi ted supply of whoat flour.
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2. CCM~1ERCIAL PRODUCTION OF CORN BREAD

2.1 As already mentioned, oorn bread is not a completely new product
to the Ghanaian consumer. Even after the last 1:lorld\lar, when wheat
flour resumed normal supplies, corn bread was produced and is still
being spasmodically produced in limited quantities for special consu-
mers. In terms of use, corn bread can be considered as a complete
substi tute for all-wheat broad, 1'1i th the advantage of providing
variety as well.

2.2 The process of manuf'acture of all-vlheat bread, however, is not
totally substitutable for that of corn bread. In tre existing bakery
organisation the production of corn bread creates ne w activities in
the acquisition of corn and its conversion into meal or flour. The
manufacture of the corn bread also requires a slightly different
technique, which at this stage, is not a cornmon knowledge among
bakers. Consequently there is little or no reason to expect the
bakers to voluntarily pioneer the production of corn bread when there
are new factors to be contended 1.Q th, unless the appropria te
stimulus is provided.

2.3 The problem at issue therefore is hovr to stimulate our local
bakers to produce corn bread that will be acceptable to consumers at
prices, at least, competitive with those of current all-wheat bread.

Ob.jectives

2.4 In order to resolve the problem posed above, the f'oLlowi.ng
objectives were set for this study:-

(iii)

(iv)

to confirm the recipe on a commercial sc~le;
to assess consumer reaction to the corn broad using
this f ormu.Lz
to determine the cost of producing the corn bread at
two levels of opar a tion using corn meal on one hand
and corn flour on the other; and to
identify any factors that would limit commercial
production.
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Method of Study

2.5 In the Interim Report on Corn Bread, the laboratory experiments

showed that the highest level of corn meal tha t could give acceptable

bread vias 3~ of wheat flour weight. Owing to the development of

rancidi ty when whole corn meal was used, this study was conducted .vith

corn meal that had been degerrred and dehusked.

2.6 Since tre Institute lacked the sui table facilities for this pilot

scale baking, the trials had to be conducted in a private small scale

bakery. This imposed severe 1imitations on"the frequency of the trials

si.rc e they had to be combined iiith the normal business in tre bakery

allowing the latter the first place.

2.7 At this comnercial scale with only minimumcontrols on proofing

and baking temperatures, the 3*/0 level of c om meal was disappointing.

The loaf volume was completely unacceptable and the bre ad tended to

flatten out mainly due to the wid,3 bottom of the baking pans, whi.ch

a.ll owed the less sticky corn/wheat dough to spread out after moulding.

2.8 The resulting bread wae aIs 0 flat and could scarcely produce the

conventional slice when cut. It was very heavy i..n.th a dense crust.

This waa disqualified by ali tasters.

2.9 From further trials it was found that, on a scale for commercial

producti on 1vith existing facilities and at.andards , 20% corn flour was

the highe st level that gave acceptable loaf. On that b,asis the

following recipe w as adopted:-

Consti tuent t1easure

Vlheat fl our 80 lbs

Corn rJIeal 20 lbs

Yeast (dried) 2~ ozs

Salt 1lb 140zs

Sugar 41bs 60zs
Margarire llb

vTater 5+ gallons

The details of processing are attached in Appendix II.
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2.10 Consumer acceptability tests were carried out on the 20%level

corn bread. Owingto limitations in production already mentioned, the

distribution was confined to those belonging to the middle and up to the

top of the public service 1ii.. th the f'or-ne r in the majori ty. This was to

ensure a high r ate of response and return of the ques tf.onna i res ,

2.11 The conauaor acceptability test l-ras supplemented with the

interview of selected bakers including the Salt pond Bakera Association,

who had earlier expressed interest and had been lectured on the techni<lU9

of baking corn bread.
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3. CONSUMER ACCEPI'.AN CE

3.1 Consumer acceptance is an all inclusive measure which takes into

account a wide range of criteria on which the consumer is likely to

depend for a decision to accept the item offered on a permanent basis

or at least, for a fairly long time. In a wider cont~xt than acceptance,

is the measure of preference vhich would have been more pertinent to the

eventual aspiration of this study, "lith particular reference to substi-

tution of all-vlheat bread wi.t h the corn bread. But conditions did not

permi t the extension of the study to the ques tion of preference. Even

under acceptance, it was not possible to carry out the tests to the point

of actual purchase in tre market to test consumer response in its most

concrete form.

3.2 The se JD cted criteria for consumer acceptance of external

appearance, internal colour, flavour, taste and the prise that would be

offered, were not exhaustive, but illustrated what could be expected.

Out of 94 questi onnaires accompanying the sample s of corn bread, 55
canpleted forms were returned giving about 58.5% response, which is

reasonable.

3.3 Tho results arc avsd LabIe below.

"
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CONSD:1ERACCEPTiIBILITYASSESSHENTIN TERMSOF QUALITY

Internal I External
C01om' Appearance Flavour Taste

-'I Itable I 53 52 52 53I
eptable 2 I 3 3 2•I !

r 55 I 55 ! 55 55

Accep

UnaCC

Total

For the properties of quality, there was an overwhelming acceptance of

the corn bread offered; not less than 94% of the tasiErs r-e sponded

favourably towards corn bread. All tho tasiErs normally ate bread,

and the corn bread was in general uaedas a substitute for all wheat

bread at breakfast "lith all that goes with the latter, except 2 out

of the 55 who used it in the evening with beans, fried fish and soup.

Corn bread tastes differently from all-wheat bread owing to the

unique flavour imparted by the corn. The use of supplementary corn

meal, in this case, or whole corn meal on tho traditional scale,

introduces into corn bread a gritty texture which is distinct from

the smooth all-\vheat bread. There is also a slight difference in

external appearance and tbe internal colour.

Even though, in use, corn bread is wholly substitutable for a11-

whoat bread there are enough differences in properties that distinguish

the two ~pes of bread, So that this high level of acceptance by

consumors, tradit~onally used to all-wheat bread indicates the

existence of a consumer market that can be cultivated.
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3.6 There was one other property of corn bread which redounded to
its favour. This referred to its density on which tasters' remark was
that it 'vas more filling. This w as confirmed by a bread baker who was
producing about ¢150.00 worth of corn bread (1Op sizes) a day as well
as a much larger volume of all wheat bread. His production literally
sold like hot cakes but total output of the corn bread w~s restricted
by a few limitations in the acquisition of the corn to be discussed
later.

3.7 To confirm the tasters' opinion about the density of corn bread
samples of corn bread and all who at bread were checked for this
property using 0.1Op loaves.

Corn Bread
.A11-wheat Bread

weight
weight

= 1 65g';
154g;

volume
volume

= 670co
= 875cc=

3.8 This property of corn bread is both an advantage as testified by
the tasters', and a disadvantage in a consumer market, like ours, where
the sale of produce is not gorerally based on weight. In the sale of
bread, buyers generally choose on the basis of size "lith the weight as
a seccndary or relatively unimportant factor. To those uninitiated
into the consumption of corn bread, therefore, the choice, between it
and all-wheat bread with a bigger volume for the same denomination,
will terid to favour the all-wheat bread. It would mean that the corn
brend will have to be produced in sizGa that will compete favourably
wi.th the all-wheat bread quite apart from the sale s promotion that would
be necessary to influence consumerst choice in its favour.

3.9 The comparative figures for 10p loaf of corn bread and all-wheat
.bread shows an inverse relationship between the two in terms of weight

and volume. As the i'leightincreased from all-wheat broad to corn
bread by 7.0% (165g- 154g), the volume decreased by 12% (875cc -
670cc) with a greater decrease in volume than the increase in weight.
This relationship widens, with greater docline in volume, as the corn
component increases.
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3.10 In the consumer acceptability test, the 55 tasters who responsded

to questionnaires were asked to suggest a marke t price for the loaf of corn

bread offered. The bread weighed 411.5g with a volume of 1175cc; these

measurementa were very close to the 20p worth of all-wheat bread available

on tre market. The results of th i s question are tabulated below:-

Table 3.2

CONSUMERACCEPl'ABILITYOF HUCE OF A LCYl.FOF
CORNBREAD(lolT. ::: 411.5g. VOL. = 11750c)

PRICE RANGE

25p 20p 18p 15p 10p Total

No. of tas ters 2 29 1 8 14 55

% of Total 3~6 52.7 1.8 14.5 27.2 99.8

3.11 About 53% of the tasters wou.Ld buy the loaf of bread for 20p while

about a half of bbat number would offer only 1Op. The majority of the

taster's assessment of price was very close to expectation. Sirre this

was not confirmed by an actual sale it could be concluded that the majority

did not reject tile normal price that wmld have been put on it. This showed

a favourable market prospect for the corn bread in terms of price.

3.12 Bread is normally bought for immediate consumption and to store for

very short periods. Under our warm and humid domestic conditions the growth

of moulds and other micro-organisms are favoured, making it extremely

difficul t to s tore bread.

3.13 Comparatively, all-vlheat bread stores for a much longer period than)"

~the the corn bread. For Liatter, this shorter period is reduced much further

depending on the type of corn product incorporated in the bread. The less

refined the corn product tile shorter it stores. These various categories

of corn product require different facilities of their production and these

will be discussed in detail later.
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3.14 It will be obvious from the above discussion that as far as the
consumer is ccncerned there is little or no reason why the corn bread
at a competitive price based on the right stand~rds of quality will not
be accepted. As t.be following will show, +be decision to n!lke available
corn bread on the market therefore rests much more on the baker, and this
decision at the moment is hedged in by a number of factors which will be
discussed subsequently.
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4. PRODUCEltACCEPTANCE

Teehnical and ~ganisational Implications

4.1 The most significant difference between the formula for corn bread

and all-wheat bread is the dilution of the wheat flour used for the

latter, with corn meal or flour for the former. The "twoforms of corn

products produce breads that are basically the same but differ in the

refinement in quality which is a reflection of the refinement in the

corn materials.

c

4.2 It has to be recognised, also, that the use of the corn admixture

introduces an additional set of processing activities in the existing

bread baking organisation. Under our; conditions, and especially at the

ar td.s i.nal level where the corn meal is being produced, there is no other

integration of function Hith the corn milling. Corn milling is provided

as a service only, with the owmrship of the raw material and the

finished meal quite sopar-a to , This could imply that the normal baking

activi ties would have to be integrated with that of corn handling and

processingJ unless special provision is made separately for advanced

production of meal or flour.

Wet ltlhole Corn Meal

4.3 At the moment the corn processing facilities in the country are

overwhelminingly in favour of the production of tho ''let whole corn meal.

This is due to the predominance and wide dispersion of the village-

type corn mill. This equipment has traditionally produced the wet

whole corn meal knovm as tho corn dough, for uses like kenkey mostly,

but excluding bread of any form.

4.4 The wet whole corn meal is adaptable for the baking of corn bread

with a number of limitations. Since it is whole, it incorporates the

husk, which is really chaff, to develop a rough texture which may not

be important depending on the market. The presence of water and the

oil bearing germ predisposes the meal to rancidity which is transfe-

rable as off-flavour to the finished bread.
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Consequently the wet meal has to be used soon after milling and the

finished bread has to be disposed of quickly and consumed early after

baking. This particular process can only be adopted by the small scale

producer for whomstorage of the raw materials and finis m d pr cdrc ts is

not imperative ~

Dry \'lhole Meal

4.5 A slight improyement on the storage life of the meal is achieved

when the corn is milled dry. Since the oil bearing germ is still present,

the absence of water merely shifts back a little the onset of rancidity

in the finished product.

4.6 Since the available corn mills are suitable primarily for milling

the mOist/wet corn, the use of it for dry corn tends to wear the milling

parts making the millers unwilling to offer this particular type of service.

Besides, in the dry state, it take several rounds of milling to roduce the

com to a reasonab Le texture thus increasing the cost of milling. For

these various reasons bakers who have to use the dry meal have to select

the soft variety of maize whi.ch is knosn to grow particularly in the

Ashanti area. This is a technical detail which is beyond this report.

4.7 For both the wet and the dry meal, the corn mill does not prodic e

a fine enough texture for conventional bread baking. Owing to the larger

particle size produced, the rGsulting bread dough does not swell as much

as that from wheat Dour. Consequently the corn bread baker usi.ng the

corn meal has to cut a bigger weight of dough to achieve the same volume

as all-wheat bread (refer para. 3.7 page 10).

Polished Corn Meal

4.8 A further re f'Lnenent in the meal involves the degorming and

dehusking of the corn bof ore milling. The polished corn meal eliminates

the germ and therefore the prospect of rancidity. It has therefore

storage advantages in the meal and the finished product.
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4.' But like the dl!'ywholemeal, toopre~ated .COlm is hard and has

to be run through the corn mill a nWnberof time to produce the desired
finenes~ of texture. For this l"EJ8S()nits LnfIuenee on loaf size is only

slightly bet tar tlnn the whole meal, a.c~ountable by too abs.ence4lf' the husk.

4~10 For the mediumto large scale produeer of bread, the use of whole

eorn meal would not be attraotive owing to the incidenoe and cause of
raneidity, in the materials and the finished prodti.et, which preven.ts

storage. Besides, it would be inconvenient and cost inflationary to
:re!lyon tile eommerci.aL corn mills to obtain supplies of corn meal.

..

4.11 The more stable polished eorn meal, on the other hand presents the
problem of higher eosts of ma+.erial to the baker d.uoto the loss of ~_ ••

35% in total weight of the germ and the husk. This loss is a valuable
by-product for animal feed which the corn miller retains without reneet1ng
the return on it in the milling charges. This milling process tmretore
becomesunduly sensitive to tm price of corn and in fact no one has yet
been located using this method.

i

4.12 In comtries where com bread productdon is an established enter-

prise, the corn componentof the composite flour is in tre form of COrli

flour. By process, this flour is not different from the polished eol"1\

meal, but wi. th the use of ilie right equipIOOnt,a very fine flour similar
in texture to wheat flour is obtained.

4.13 Since this precess requires sane sophistication in ,equipnent it can

only operate at a level where a fair amount of integration of the raY
ma-oorial acquisi non a.ndfinal produ::tian of finished floUr m-.st be
maintaimd. In this organisation the reduction in weight will net be
seen as a Loas but a full part of the cost benefit structure with a

favourable reflec tion on the price of corn flour •.-
*' Corn flour refers to flour from corn as distinct from corn staNlt
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4.14 In terms of baking propert-les the flour has the distinct advantage

of matching the voLune pr oductd.cn of all-vrheat flour, provided the right

level of corn flour is ~sed.

4.15 Even though the majority of bread bakers in the country are small

scale produoors, tre broad ente rpr-Lse has a long history md established

practice thq t has been conditioned by the use of already pcepared wheat

flour available on the shelves. Ccnsequently the introduction of any

modification for corn bread which requires alterations in process organisa-

tion will have to undergo a course of ad jus tment and adaptati on in order

to gain support. Tnis course can only be shortened if the desired modifi-

cations are few, very simple and commercially attractive.

4.16 Without counting the cost at this stage, the choice between the

three forms of corn products for incorporation, favours tho corn flour.

Given the special production facilities, it is the form that can be

produced in large quantities and sold in convenient ready to use form;

besides, it can store as long as the wheat flour ,dth which it will be

combined in the bread. The corn flour will therefore not involve the

baker in any new activity except the division of effort between the

acquisition of wheat flour and corn flour.

4.17 Since the corn flour was th9 most attractive form 'for the production

of corn bread, enquiries were made on the chances of st~ulating local

production from exi s tf.ng fae_li ties 0

4.18 The TemaFood Complexhad in its original plan of operatim a corn

flour mill un"l t. Thi,s u:1it arrived in the country but "TaS never assanbled

for operation. It hc;d sf.nee been cannibalised for use as parts to keep the

wheat flour mill Ln mnning condi tic!).. There was not the slightes t chanco

thatthis unit will be resuscitated.
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4.19 The only mill encountered tha t could produce the corn flour but

was producing corn starch for which there was an assured market from

the textile mills, was the Tuyee Manufacturing Company, Tema. At tho

time of enquiry, opera non was at full capacity for textile starch and

further expansion was required if corn flour was to be produced. But

this would require the necessary capi tal and the assurance ihat .the corn

flour marlret was sizeable and Wouldeccep+ the fl our on the basis of the

high price of corn and processing operations.

:'... .~i.

., ..... . ..• ,' ...
", ;,..

- . .:.: .

. . i

" ",
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5. CONDITIONS FOR PRODUCING CORN FLOUR

Availability of Corn

5.1 In the final analysis the de ei, sion to p.rodrce eorn bread will
critioally depend on the supply position of corn, assuming that the
supply of wheat flour will maintnin its characteristic stability.
Availability of corn in the country and its dispersion is a subject

on which information is not available. Too best indicators are the
wholesale prices of corn at selected markets.

5.2 The method used in the identification of these marke t e depended
on the analysis of price data for the main marketing centres especially
those which cc cur in the aro as of observed concentrated maize produotion,
On the aasunptd on that low mean monthly prices with correspondingly low
variance (from the mean) are sufficient indices of relative availability
of the produce on the marke t , a tima series on average monthly prices
for the five-year period (1967-71) was calculatea.

5.3 The following selection was made to ~present the wholesale
markets with reliable supplies.

Table 5.1
-.

MEAN MONTHLY MAIZE PRICES IN t PER BAG (22OLBS)
AT THE MAJOR MAIZE MARKETS IN GHANA (CEDIS) (1967-71)

Jan Fobb Mm-.:" Apr~;: May '-June" July,-'Aug '.Sept eot N~ Doe

Ejura .'6.08 8.22 8.15 9.53 12.57 11.37 7.63 6.88 5.53 6.31 9.85 8.75

Attebubu 7.31 7.70 8.00 9.07 10.91
Asescwa 9.96 9.87 11.56 13.15 14.64
Bawjiase 10.67 9.99 11.43 13.08 14.65
Mankosim 11.16 10.33 11.34 13.76 14.77
Kpandu 9.55 8.58 10.72 11.76 14.25

10.81 9.06 6.27
13.79 10.12 7.83
12.85 9.93 8.35
15. 11 12 .09 8.25
14.35 14.44 9.75

5.94 8.05 8.32 8.37
7.52 9.29 10.75 10.65
8.07 9.85 11.17 10.90
6.84 9.05 10.98 11.33
7.57 9.07 11.08 9.91

Source: Ministry of Agriculture - Division of Econanics and Statistics,
Weekly Market Inf'onnation.
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5.4 These maize prices on even the most favoured markets in tarms of

volume, if prices are reliable indicators, show a marked seasonality.

The lowest prices occur from July to September. Thore is afterwards an

upward m~ement from October \uth a slight levelling off in December to

February. The highest prices are recorded in May to June.

5.5 For a manufacturing business the occurance of wide swings, within

short periods, of raw material prices can be a disturbing factor. Within

the se fluctuations it would appear that the prices between July and

September will be the most favourable for the production of com bread

unless some arrangement is made to stabilisc the price at an acceptable

Love L,

Cost Relationship Between Wheat Flour and Corn

5.6 In the absence of figures on the availability and prices of cor~

which are directly related to corn flour production, the price of wmat

flour is used as a reference to determine the price of corn that may

favour the production of corn bread. In this approach, it is assumed

that corn flour will be in direct conpetition "lith wheat flour with

preference dependent on the price.

5.7 It is admitted that this approach is very slippery with several

sources of error. For instance the processing cost of corn, which is

not lrnown for certain, will be different from that of w~eat, as \-Tell as

the marketing costs. Under the present conditions, hoW¥Ver, this appears

to be the best alternative to elucidate the problem without claiming any

finality.

5.8 The control price for wheat fl our per 100 Lbs

Since the uni t weight of a bag of corn = 220 1bs

The control price of 220 lbs of wheat flour
(27.30 x 220)

100

(11i) Given an extraction rate for corn flour of about 70%

= ¢27.30

• = t60.00. .

. . The corn equivalent, by volume, to 220 Lbs of wheat flour = 2861bs

(220 x 130)
100
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(iv) The estimated processing cost of 1 ton of corn = ¢102.705

The estimated pr ocess Ing cost of 286lbs of corn == ,t113.11

(286 x 102.70)
~240

The maximumcomparative cost of 286lbs of corn == t46.89(v) . .
(¢60 - ¢13.11)

(vi) Since a bag of corn weighs 220lbs

. . The cost of a bag of corn should be

(46.89 x 220)
286

= 156.06

That is, if the price of wheat flour is ¢27.30 per 100lbs the eompatitive

price of corn, considerirg processing CCBts only, should be ¢36.00 for a

bag of 220lbs (i.e. about t16.00 for 100lbs of corn).

5.9 It has been mentioned already that the use of corn flour in the

adrrdx ture tends to depress the volume of the loaf; consequently, for the

same volume of all-wheat bread and corn bread, the corn bread will have

to be of a greater weight. This was the experience throughout the trials

and this explains the greater density of the corn bread. The depressing

effect of the corn flour, in tre absence of improvers has to be reflected

in the price of the original corn.

5.10 According to paragr-aph 3.7 the following relative values were

obtained for corn bread and all-wheat bread:

(i) Corn Bread weight = 165g; volume == 67Oco

(ii) All-Wheat Bread weight = 154g; volume = 87500

. . 875cc of corn bread will be equivalent to 215~ in weight

(875 x 165) g
134

5 Estima te obtained from interview of corn starch manufacturer.
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The deduc tion is that the weight of all-wheat bread must be inereased
by a ratio of 61:154 (215-154 /154) to obtain the same volume in corn bread.
Applying this ratio to the price of corn in paragraph (iv) reduces the
price by ~14.00 (61 x 36) to about ¢12.00 per bag of 220lbs.

154

5.11 For further verificati en of the estimated price of corn which will
be competitive wi th corn flour, the variable cos t structure of the varieties
of bread were compared as follOWS: (refer Appendix III). Tp~ price of corn
was ¢16.50 per bag (weight: 217lbs).

Table 5.16

All-wheat Corn Bread
(Whole Meal,)

CorB Bread
(Corn Flo~)

No. of loaves
Total variable cost
Sales @ 0.20
Gross Profit (Loss)

178
34.73
35.60

0.87

156
31.65
31.20
(-0.45)

156
32.97
31.20
(-1.77)

5.12 It is clear from this comparative data that at a price of ¢16.50
per bag for corn, the production of corn bread using e i,'ther the whole meal
or the corn flour is likely to lead to a loss by the enterprise. Therefore
the price of ¢12.00 per bag as calculated from the theoretical point of
view may not carry too high a margin of error.

6 Data refined from - Interim Report on corn bread.
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6. DISCUSSION

6.1 It would appear from tho foregoing presentation that the proposal

to encourage the production and sale of corn bread to supplement all-

wheat bread is worthy of serious consideration. It carries .'lith it tro

advantages of providing variety to the diet, encouraging tho use of

local material, expanding the marko t for corn, stimulating the primary

production of corn and saving the country some foreign exchange.

6.2 Since it compnxcs very closely with all-wheat bread and serves as

a direct substitution for it, and since it is not an entirely new

product) acceptance by the consumer does not offer any serious challenge.

Besides, the existing distribution system of all-wheat bread can easily

accoIDDodate this line of product on the consumer market.

6.3 The most important agent on whao the responsibility of supporting

and promoting this proposal lies is the baker, especially the well

established bakeries in the big towns that regularly deal in sizeable

quanti ties of bread. Those bakeries will ini ti. ally face the problem

of learning and experimen ting with too technique, but this can easily

be overcome if there is an interest which can only be stimulated by

the assurance of good business and profit. The problem of adjustments

in organisation will also be overcome for similar reasons~

6.4 The assurance required by the baker boils down to the availabili ty

and a price of corn which is favourable to the production of corn bread.

Until 1972, this country imported considerable anounts of. corn, but

since then domestic sources have appeared to satisfy demand, The

national average wholesale prices of corn for 1973 showed a range

between ¢13.85 in September to ~24.67 per bag in May. For the period

of 8 months from December to July the price was ¢16.50 and above.

The prices were excessive by corn bread standards.
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At the sane tioe average prices that prevailed in the markets

noted for high concentration of supplies as mentioned already, but

distnnt from these bakeries wore reasonable at certain times of the

year for the production of corn br-e ad , But this si tun ti. on offers

little help due to long distnnces be tween those sources and the final

poin t of use.

For the immediate future, it is unlikely that the production of

corn will expand dramatically to make it possible to sustain moderate

prices; should that happen, however, it would only be a matter of

intense campaign to generate interest in corn bread.

On the other hand, a seri ous thought could be given to the

feasibility of producing ready-to-use corn flour at a reasonable price

as an incentive. It would not only be useful for corn bread but for

other food preparations as well. This would divest the baker of the

additional burden that existing supplies of corn and fha attendant

re quired servi ces wouId impose.

6.8 It is only when the sources of concentrated supplies of the raw

material have been matched va th organised manufactuing facilities that

an effective impact can be derived from the proposal to encourage the

prod tc ti on of corn bre ad.

8.1

8. CONI£USION

This report leads to the conclusion th9.t under the existing

conditions of corn supply and the concentration of bakeries, the price

of corn tends to be on the high side to discourage bakers to use it for

the production of corn bread. There are however sources di stant from

the baker that can be tapped for easier prices, but this would require

the intermediary of a manufacturer of corn flour.
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7.1 APPENDIX I TABLE I

CCXVIPARATIVEQUALITIES OF BREADS FRON
DIFFERENT C(MPOSITE FLOUR SOURCES

(20% non-wheat flour)

Specific Crumb
Type of Brew VOljge Flavour Texture Colour Taste

co g

YamBread 2.6 Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable

Plan tain Bread 2.4 Unpleasant Heavy (8~~) Acceptable

Kokonte Bread
Slight
bitter

(Cassava) 2.4 Unpleasant Heavy Dark after taste

Garri Bread 2.0 Acceptable Heavy Acceptable Acceptable

Slight
Corn Bread 3.0 rancidity Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable

but
acceptable
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7.2 ft~PENDIX I TABLE2

CHEIHCALCOMPOSITIONOF LOC:'\.LSTARCHYCROPS
(AS % OF ORIGIN!~ M~TTER)

Moisture Crude Crude Crude
Starchy Crop Content Protein Fat Fibre Ash Ca PI. Iron

% % % % % mg/100g mg/100g mg/100g

Yam (fresh) 62.4 4.2' 0.6 0.3 1.4 5 30 1.1

Plantain (fresh)
FRI 56.7 1.3 trace 0.3 0.9 4 29 0.5

fOkonte
Cassava) FRI 11 .5 1.4 0.5 1 .2 1.9 45 95 1.8

Garri FRI 10.6 1 .1 0.4 1.1 1.4 44 76 6.6

Corn Meal 12.2 9.3 3.8 1.9 1.3 17 218 4.2

Wheat Flour
75-80% extrac ti on 12.2 11.0 1.3 0.4 0.7 29 117 4.0
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7.3 APPENDIX I TABLE 3

COMPARISON OF VALUE OF IMPORTS OF UNFTNISHED \iJHEAT
ANDWHEAT PRODUCTS. AND TOTAL FOOD TI~PORTS (1966-1972)

IN CEDIS

Year Wheat Imports Total Food Vlhe atiT0tal
Imports Food %

1966 3,339,038 47,145,846 7.1

1967 6,412,811 I 43,209,792 14.8

1968 8,139,755 51,012,701 16.0

1969 7,116,690 55,178,092 12.9

1970 6,393,219 79,474,163 8.0

1971 3,582,211 62,589,888 5.7

1972 8,736,786 72,221,394 12.1

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics. External Trade Statistics
of Ghana, 1966-1972.
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Appendix II

7.4 PROCESSING PROCEDURE

The yeast was dissolved in about a cupful of water. The sugar

and salt were dissolved in the rest of the water. All the ingredients

were then mixed tOgQtlEr in an electric mixer for 15 minutes. The time

of mixing would depend on the type of mixer but it sh oul.d be obvious to

the experienced baker when the dough is thoroughly mixed. After this,

the dough was cut, scaled, moulded and panned immediai:e ly. It was then

fermented (in cupboards in this case) at 2SoC- 29°C for 4 hours after

which time the bread was baked in a fairly ~ot oven for 30-40 minutes.

The tradi tional oven was used in this wor-k and al though it was not

possible to take the temperature of the oven, it 1\T8.S observed that a

temperature slightly higher than what is normally required for a 100%

wheat bread was necessary to bake this type of bread.

After baking the loaves were left for 3 hours to cool before

they were packaged in polyethylene bags.



1001bs Wheat Flour

11b Margarine

4tlbs Sugar

21bs Salt

3oZt., Yeast

Other Supplies

1.78 Plastic Bags

~27 .30

1.00

1.00

0.07

0.28

4.10

0.98
.0'34.73

7.4 APPENDIXIII

VARIABLEffiODUCTIONCOSTS (ALL-IVHEAT)

VARIABLEPRODUCTIONCOSTS (CORNFLOUR)

3.90

1.00

1.00

0.07

0.28

4.10

0.78
¢32.97

801 bs Whea t Hour

261bs Maize ~3.00

Processing 0.90

~ 201hs Corn Flour
•.. 1lb Margarine
~<..

4tlbs Sugar

2lbs Salt

30zs Yeast

Other Supplies

156 Plastic Bags

~21 .84

VARIABLEPRODUCTIONCOOTS(VJHOLE:MEAL)

80lbs Wheat Four

20lbs Maize ¢2.30

Processing 0.28

20lbs Corn Meal

llb Margarine

4tlbs Sugar

2lbs Salt
30zs Yeast

Other Supplies

156 Plastic Bags

.0'21.84

2.58

1.00

1.00

0.07
0.28

4.10

0.78
t31.65


